
 

 

Pedigree Consultants are able to help you in all facets of your thoroughbred investment. Not 
only are we able to proven mating advice but we are also able to advise on mare selection, 
management and promotion of stallions, and selection and purchase of racing and breeding 
stock. For more information on the services visit www.pedigreeconsultants.com, email 
admin@pedigreeconsultants.com or call +1 859 285 0431. 

HIDING 
 
Hiding is a two-year-old half-sister to an undefeated 2016 group winner, from a famous John 
Nerud family. 
 
Hiding’s half-sister, Ancient Secret, is currently four-for-four. She made her stakes debut on 
only her third start, producing a strong finishing kick to take the Wild Applause Stakes. 
Ancient Secret became graded winner on her fourth start, drawing off to score by daylight in 
the Lake George Stakes (gr. II) at Saratoga.  
 
Hiding’s dam Privacy is a winning half-sister to stakes winner Admonition and to the dam of 
Smart N Pretty, a multiple graded stakes performer whose credits include a second in the 
Black-Eyed Susan Stakes (gr. II). Privacy is out of Funistrada, a Fappiano daughter who 
defeated males to captured the Fall Highweight Handicap (gr. II) and who is also dam of 
graded stakes winner Krisada; of stakes winner Conte di Savoya; of Zahwah, runner-up in 
both the UAE 1,000 Guineas and Oaks, and dam of the Natalma Stakes (gr. II) and Mazarine 
Stakes (gr. II) victress Spring Venture; and of Ministrada, dam of millionaire and five-time 
graded winner Rahystrada; of the Bashford Manor Stakes (gr. III) winner Lone Star Sky; and 
granddam of currently active graded stakes winner Ahh Chocolate.  
 
A sister to stakes winner Wakonda, Funistrada is a member of the famed Wildwood family 
that has also produced Champion and Leading Sire Cozzene; Hawkbill, a group one winner 
who is among the best three-year-olds in Europe in 2016; and other grade one winners 
Admiral Kitten, Selmis, Blumenblatt, and Serape.  
 
Hiding is a daughter of Posse. A record-breaking Leading Freshman Sire, Posse has sired 31 
stakes winners, including Champion Sprinter Kodiak Kowboy, the brilliant sprinter/miler 
Caleb’s Posse, grade one juvenile Rolling Fog, and graded winners No Advantage, Mind Your 
Biscuits, Lantana Mob, and Comedero.  
 
A New York-bred, and by a New York stallion, Hiding is eligible for numerous rich restricted 
events, including New York-sired stakes events. As a half-sister to a graded stakes winner 
from a fabulous family, she also has significant residual value as a broodmare. 

 




